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1. Introduction  
 

In order to combat these impairments, many strategies have been invented. For example, turbo 

code as a channel coding method provides an effective solution to combat errors. Turbo codes are 

widely used in modern mobile communication systems, for instance, in the Long Term Evolution 

(LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) standards [1]. To combat ISI, an approach called pre-coding 

can be employed. In the LTE and LTEA standards, a pre-coding strategy named orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been employed. The OFDM transmission can eliminate 

ISI almost completely [2], since in OFDM, the transmitted symbols are modulate into sub-carriers 

and each sub-carrier has narrow bandwidth, each symbol then observes a roughly frequency flat 

channel. However, one drawback of the OFDM is that it causes high peak-to-average power ratio 

(PAPR). As a consequence, more power will be consumed at the transmitter [3]. Power is a very 

limited and precious resource in a mobile communication system, especially for the up-link connec-

tion. Therefore, in the up-link channel of LTE and LTE-A system, another transmission scheme 

called single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) is employed. One important 

feature of SC-FDMA scheme is that it does not increase PAPR, thus it has better power efficiency 

[4,5]. Although SC-FDMA transmission scheme has low PAPR, it decreases the channel throughput 

when compared to OFDM transmission scheme, since it suffers from ISI. Recently, a novel equali-

zation technology named multi-rate equalizer (MRE) has been proposed [6]. The MRE has low 

complexity implementation and increases the channel throughput at the same time [7]. Meanwhile, 

the MRE does not include any pre-coding. Thus, it does not increase PAPR and it can be imple-

mented in SC-FDMA systems. In this thesis work, the MRE is implemented and simulated with 

time-invariant channel and Rayleigh fading channel models. Furthermore, we only consider binary 

phase shift keying (BPSK) with a fixed interweaver size. The performances are evaluated by exam-

ining how much throughput can be increased by  employing the MRE. The simulation environment 

is built by using MATLABR software. LTE standard is established by 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP) as the long term evolution of the Universal Mobile  Telecommunications System 

(UMTS) networks. LTE standard was first proposed by NTT DoCoMo of Japan in 2004 and the 

studies of this new standard officially began in 2005. This standard is generally regarded as the next 

generation of mobile communications which can be used to implement 4G networks [8]. LTE 

standard is developed to achieve five main objectives. First one is to increase down-link and up-link 

peak data rates. Second one is to satisfy the demand for scalable bandwidth. The third one is to im-

prove spectral efficiency continually. The fourth one is to design the network in all IP structure and 

the last one is to implement the standard based interface that can support a multitude of user types 

[8]. Due to these features, LTE mobile networks are capable of increasing the peak data rate to 

100Mbps in the downlink channel and 86Mbps in the uplink channel. Furthermore, it can improve 

spectral efficiency to 5bps/Hz for the down-link and 2.5bps/Hz for the up-link. The cell edge per-

formance (in terms of bit rate) is also improved with the reduction of connection latency [9]. There 

are three main technical characteristics in the LTE standard. First one is the OFDM transmission 

scheme is employed. This transmission scheme allocates transmitted sequence into sub-carriers. 

Each sub-carrier operates in a certain frequency which is orthogonal to others. OFDM enables high 

data bandwidth efficiency and providing a high tolerance to multi-path interference. In the up-link 

channel of LTE, SCFDMA is employed which can be considered as the discrete fourier transform 

(DFT) pre-coded OFDM [10]. The second characteristic is the utilization of multi-input and multi-

output (MIMO) technique. The basic concept of MIMO is to use multiple transmit antennas and 

multiple receive antennas to increase the performance. The typical MIMO size includes 
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2 2,4 2,4 4    and 4 4  antenna configurations. It is easy to add further antennas in base station 

however in mobile station the number of antenna is limited, since the antennae are needed to be 

placed at least a half wavelength apart [11]. The third one is the implementation of system architec-

ture evolution (SAE). In SAE, one improvement is that a number of functions which is previously 

executed in the core network have been transferred out to periphery. Therefore, it can provide a 

much flatter form of network architecture and as a consequence, the latency time can be reduced 

[12,13]. Despite SC-FDMA transmission has lower PAPR, it has a performance loss when com-

pared it to OFDM transmission. In OFDM transmission, each sub-carrier has a narrow bandwidth 

and it is modulated by different symbol. Thus, in the frequency selective channel, each symbol ob-

serves a roughly frequency flat channel. However, in SC-FDMA transmission, a group of sub-

carriers are modulated by the same symbol. Therefore, the bandwidth of each symbol has a relative-

ly wider bandwidth and it cannot be assumed as frequency flat. This frequency selectivity causes 

ISI. As a consequence, in SC-FDMA transmission, an equalizer is needed to combat the ISI  

[13, 14]. 
 

2. Analysis of published data and problem statement 
 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) attracts a lot of attention for  high speed 

wireless transmissions because of its capability to cope with frequency selective radio links, turning 

the wideband channel into several narrow-band subchannels, whose equalization can be inde-

pendently performed in a simple way. 

The OFDM solution that employs a prototype filter with square impulse response. In such a 

case no polyphaser filtering is needed and intersymbol and intercarrier interference (ISI and ICI) 

can be easily avoided adding a suitable cyclic extension before data transmission. To our 

knowledge, the issue of OFDM-OQAM transmissions over noisy frequency selective channels has 

received less attention in literature. In [7] authors have compared, by means of simulations, OFDM-

OQAM with the DMT solution pointing out the better bit error rate achievable by OFDM-OQAM. 
 

3. Purpose and objectives of the study  
 

This solution, referred to as DMT (discrete multitone) with cyclic prefix, in spite of its simple 

structure and robustness to frequency selective channels presents some drawbacks, such as spectral 

efficiency loss due to the cyclic prefix insertion, high sensitivity to residual frequency offsets, phase 

noise, and fast time variations of the channel. 

These weaknesses have roused researchers’ interest for other OFDM architectures. In particu-

lar, herein, it is considered the scheme proposed in [2] named OFDM-OQAM. The main idea lies in 

transmitting Offset quadrature amplitude modulation symbols (also called staggered QAM), instead 

of conventional Quadrature Amplitude Modulation ones, on each OFDM subcarrier. In order to re-

tain orthogonality among subchannels the shape of the prototype filter should be chosen in order to 

comply with the reconstruction conditions [2-7]. For this reason, most of the publications concern-

ing with OFDM-OQAM have dealt with the design of filters capable of ISI and ICI free transmis-

sions, e.g., [3], [4]. The efficient implementation of OFDM-OQAM architecture has been addressed 

in [5] and [6], where the modulation scheme has been studied in the mirror assuming transmissions 

over memoryless noiseless channels. 

That gain was explained observing that, since OFDM-OQAM does not require the cyclic pre-

fix, for the same spectral efficiency the code rate can be increased taking better advantage of the 

coding gain and frequency selectivity introduced by the channel. The promising results of [7] have 

been emphasized by the 3GPP standardization forum which has recently considered OFDM/OQAM 

suitable for improved downlink UTRAN interfaces [8]. 
 

4. Base principle of OFDM/OQAM 
 

Offset in OQAM express the time shift of half the inverse of the sub-channel spacing between 

the real and imaginary parts of a complex symbol. The data will be sent on the real and the imagi-
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nary part of samples alternatively. In OQAM, The throughput rate will stay as in Quadrature Ampli-

tude Modulation as used in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems, but without insert-

ing the guard time [4]. To represent OQAM signals we can start from a Quadrature Amplitude 

Modulation signal constellation.  

First let us assume the QAM symbol is as a complex quantity, and then Cm, l can be expressed 

in the formula:  
 

                                                              Cm,l=C
R

m,l+C
I
m,l,                                                           (1) 

 

where carries the information to be transmitted over sub-channel during the frame of bits. And is 

the real part is the imaginary part of. 

The principle of OFDM/OQAM is illustrated in Figure 1. The subcarriers are evenly spaced, 

∆f=1/T , where T is the symbol period. The system can resist ISI and ICI by taking the merit of the 

orthogonality between subcarriers and the perfect reconstruction (PR) condition of the prototype fil-

ter [15]. At the transmitter the complex symbols are: 
 

                                                             ( ) ( ) ( )I Q

k k kx n s n js n   ,                                                 (2) 
 

where ( )I

ks n  and ( )Q

ks n  are the real and imaginary parts of the nth symbol in the k
th

 subcarrier. 

Then, the quadrature component is delayed by half of a symbol period T / 2 with respect to the in-

phase component, which forms the modulation of offset QAM 

 

 
Fig. 1. Principle of OFDM/OQAM 

 

Both of the in-phase and quadrature components are then fed into the designed filters h(t) and 

modulated onto N subcarriers, which is written as: 
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where h(t) is the impulse response of the prototype filter, and 
2

2

t
t

T

 
   . When the 

OFDM/OQAM baseband is formed, it is then up-converted to a wireless or optical channel. At the 

receiver, the analog signal r(t) is demodulated and then fed into the corresponding matched filters. 

The filtered signal is then sampled at rate of 1/ T . The output symbol on kth subcarrier is given as: 
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                                                     ( ) ( ) ( )I Q

k k kr n s n js n   ,                                                         (4)  
 

where ( )I

ks n  and ( )Q

ks n  are the real and imaginary parts of the nth received symbol on the  sub-

carrier, respectively. From [16]: 
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If the filter response h(t) is real and even (i.e., h(t ) = h(−t) ), and meets the PR condition, 

which is given in the following equations, then the received signal can be recovered: 
 

                                ( ) ( )cos ( ) ( , )th t n T h nT t k k dt k k n n 
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                               ( / 2) ( / 2)cos ( ) ( , )th t n T h nT t T k k dt k k n n 




          .           (10) 

 

The prototype filter h(t) is designed to not only contribute great stop band attenuation, but also 

compensate the optical channel dispersion [17]. Note that, the direct implementation of 

OFDM/OQAM system depicted in Fig.1 would be very costly. However, it can be realized by an 

efficient FFT/IFFT-based implementation [18], which has also been used in our demonstrations. 

Without loss of generality, we assume that h(t) is a square-root raised cosine filter (roll off factor in 

the simulation for Fig. 2 is 0.5). The rectangular time response used in conventional orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing is also shown in Figure 2 for comparison. The frequency domain re-

sponse clearly shows that the side bands of OFDM/OQAM are significantly suppressed.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Time and frequency domain impulse response 

 

Figure 3 shows two spectra of conventional OFDM and OFDM/OQAM. As shown in the Fig-

ure 3, the side lobe suppression ratio of OFDM/OQAM system is much higher (>35dB) than the 

conventional Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (~15 dB). 
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Fig 3. Frequency spectra forconventional OFDM and OFDM/OQAM 

 

5. OFDM/OQAM mathematical model 
 

The previous section demonstrated the principles of the OQAM and the continuous time mod-

el of the system. This section focuses on the presentation of the discrete time mathematical model 

and the orthogonality condition of the OQAM. The staggering of the complex Quadrature Ampli-

tude Modulation coefficients can be pre-processed prior to the modulation process. Thus, the dis-

crete time OQAM signal can be written as [19, 20]: 
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with 

, 0 ( )
2

m n m n


    , 

 

where N=M/2  represents discrete time offset with M has to be even number, while φm,n is an addi-

tional phase term in which φ0 can be arbitrarily chosen. The real-valued coefficient am,n, holds either 

real or imaginary part of the staggered complex Quadrature Amplitude Modulation coefficient. L 

indicates the length of the prototype filter g , that can take an integer multiple of M such as: L=km;  

is called overlapping factor with K>0,K   Z. 

Assuming that the prototype filters of the OQAM have unity energy (normalised), the subcar-

rier filters are attained by uniformly frequency shifting single low-pass FIR prototype filter . Con-

sequently, the synthesis filter bank , as depicted in Figure 4 can be expressed as [19, 20]: 
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while the analysis filterbank can be written as: 
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for all m=0,1 …., M-1 and k=0,1…,L-1 . If the prototype filter g  is assumed to be real and symmet-

rical, as in the rest of this thesis, then Rxm[k]=Txm[k] for all m and k. 

The Gabor function in this case is the term gm,n[k] in ( 2.49) from which the orthogonality 

condition can be calculated such as: 
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where ,m p  and ,n p are both Kronecker deltas. If m,n ≠p,q , then the inner product <gm,n gp,q> is a 

pure imaginary term. 
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Fig.4. Structure of OFDM/OQAM system in discrete time 

 

In theory, the prototype filter g can be designed to produce TMUX configuration that can ac-

complish perfect reconstruction (PR) of the transmitted data at the receiver side. By assuming a dis-

tortion free channel and an ideal transmission process, then the received signal with these PR filters 

is just delayed version of the transmitted signal. On the other hand, the prototype filter can be de-

signed to produce nearly perfect reconstruction (NPR). As a result, some marginal levels of ISI and 

ICI are present even in the case of distortion free channel. However, during the design process of 

the filter, the level of interference can be kept to minimum. These NPR filters offer more freedom 

in the filter design process to achieve higher level of stop-band attenuation than the PR with the 

same length [20-21] 
 

6. The OFDM/OQAM modulation 
 

Possible write the baseband equivalent of a continuous-time OFDM/OQAM signal as follows 

[1]:  
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They are obtained from a 22K-QAM constellation, taking the real and imaginary parts of these 

complex-valued symbols of duration T0 = j2π, where ¿0 denotes the time offset between the two 

parts [1, 3, 8]. Assuming a distortion-free channel, perfect reconstruction of real symbols is ob-

tained owing to the following real orthogonality condition:  
 

                                              , , , , ,( ) ( ) ,m n p q m n p q m pg g g t g t dt n q      ,                    (14) 

 

where, ±m;p = 1 if m = p and ±m;p = 0 if m 6= p. 

For concision purpose is set hgip;q m;n = ¡j hgm;njgp;qi , with hgm;njgp;qi a pure imaginary 

term for (m; n) 6= (p; q). However in practice for transmission over a realistic channel, the 

orthogonality property is lost, leading to Inter Symbol Interference and ICI (Inter Carrier Interfer-

ence). We will show that if the prototype filter g has good localization properties in time and fre-

quency domains, a simple one tap equalization process may be sufficient to restore the real 

orthogonality. However, this equalization requires channel estimates that are complex-valued. As 

the orthogonality is limited to the real field a specific estimation procedure has to be carried out. 

Recall that in practical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems the complex 

orthogonality is insured thanks to the introduction of a cyclic prefix (CP) of length ¢. 
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8. Conclusion 
 

This solution, referred to as DMT (discrete multitone) with cyclic prefix, in spite of its simple 

structure and robustness to frequency selective channels presents some drawbacks, such as spectral 

efficiency loss due to the cyclic prefix insertion, high sensitivity to residual frequency offsets, phase 

noise, and fast time variations of the channel. These weaknesses have roused researchers’ interest 

for other OFDM architectures. In particular, herein, it is considered the scheme proposed in named 

OFDM-OQAM. The main idea lies in transmitting Offset quadrature amplitude modulation sym-

bols, instead of conventional Quadrature Amplitude Modulation ones, on each OFDM subcarrier. In 

order to retain orthogonality among subchannels the shape of the prototype filter should be chosen 

in order to comply with the reconstruction conditions.  
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